
1. core Earth’s corecore is super hot and made of solid rock encased in molten rock.
2. capitol Our state capitolcapitol building has a huge dome, just like the federal one. 
3. bizarre The show’s plot is about a bizarrebizarre, unexplainable series of events.
4. shear An expert can shearshear a whole sheep in less than a minute. 
5. idle Even when I’m physically idlidlee, my mind is running in a thousand directions.
6. corps The corpscorps of foresters helps manage wildfires and reforestation efforts.
7. stationery Nayeli’s fancy stationerystationery set encouraged her to handwrite letters to relatives. 
8. sheer Dion succeeded through sheersheer hard work and perseverance. 
9. vein Dr. Teysir had difficulty locating her patient’s veiveinn.
10. vile  News outlets censored the vilevile insults the man was shouting.
11. complement  When decorating, it’s best to pick colors that complementcomplement each other.
12. vial  Quintin bought his mom a vialvial of lemongrass oil to make the house smell nice.
13. capital  Abby’s texts never use capitalcapital letters.
14. bazaar  Have you ever gone shopping in an outdoor bazaarbazaar before?
15. grizzly  Our zoo’s grizzlygrizzly bear is expecting cubs.
16. stationary  The clever crows weren’t fooled by the stationarystationary scarecrow.
17. vain  Caring about your appearance is fine, but being vainvain is frowned upon.
18. idol  Macy hoped she’d get to meet her idolidol in person one day.
19. compliment  Receiving a complimentcompliment can improve someone’s entire day.

20. grisly  The podcast went into all the grislygrisly details of the crime.

Review Words

21. permitted  Many items aren’t permittedpermitted on airplanes for security reasons.
22. knotting  The two sailors are knottingknotting their ropes using different techniques.
23. resembling  Ishaan spotted a cloud resemblingresembling a griffon.

Challenge Words

24. colonel  The Air Force major was promoted to the rank of lieutenant colonecolonell.
25. kernel  Although twisted, the villain’s speech held a kekerrnelnel of truth. 
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